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Dear Committee,

I am a 53yo Australian horse owner who's life and finances have been dedicated to horses
 and
the equine industry of Australia.

My horses are vaccinated for everything other than Hendra Virus.
Upon the introduction of the vaccine I conducted my own research into the vaccine and
 decided
there and then that this vaccine could pose a direct threat to my horses health and well
 being overall.

I also looked into the virus it's self and found it to be a very rare and fragile virus for which
 there was
no epidemic and unlikely to be. The virus can be killed with ordinary soap and water and is
 not airborne.

Since the mandation of this vaccine by veterinarians I have been unable to use
 veterinarians any more.
There has never been a recorded case of Hendra Virus in a horse in my town or within
 200km.
Yet there are no veterinarians that will treat my horses.

I am also watching the decline of the Equestrian Industry of Australia due to the
 segregation this mandation
has caused within it. In my opinion people have been frightened into using this vaccine in
 order to compete by the over
use of sales tactics such as "if your care about your family you will vaccinate"  along with
 many other scare tactics
used in advertising campaigns used by veterinarians and the manufacturers of the vaccine.

I am not discounting the fact that 4 people did die from this virus 7 years ago when the
 virus was unknown, they
unknowingly transferred the virus between horses by the use of unsterilised equipment
 between horses.
They did not use PPE on themselves either and all contracted the virus from prolonged
 exposure to the bodily fluids
of the infected horses. (I am trusting that you have already been supplied with evidence to
 prove this true).
Without human interference all other horses that have contracted this virus have been
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 singular with no other horses,
people or animals in contact with the infected animals having tested positive for the virus.

It breaks my heart every time I hear of another child's pony or family pet that has died
 from a treatable illness
whilst waiting for an exclusion test to prove to the veterinarian that the animal does not
 have Hendra Virus.
To my knowledge not one single test has come back positive at all.
Then there's the horses that are sick, dying or dead after the vaccine which seems to keep
 getting fluffed over
by veterinarians as simply not true. (I am trusting you have been supplied with evidence of
 this also)

I believe the 15 minute stall side test that has been submitted to the inquiry or will be is a
 sensible compromise
to this drastic situation.
If this test can be fast tracked unvaccinated sick horses can be tested for Hendra Virus and
 within 15mins
can be getting treated by a veterinarian who knows the horse does not have Hendra Virus.
The vets can still have their Vaccine.
People would have a choice to use the vaccine or not.
No horse needs to die in pain waiting for the current 3/4 day exclusion test. (many have)
Yes, a very sensible compromise.

I am thrilled that there is an inquiry into the use of this vaccine because this has been a
 long and difficult
situation for the entire Equestrian industry of Australia which usually generates great
 amounts of money
around Australia, rather than have that money in the hands of the share holders and
 foreign companies
that own the vaccine.

I also strongly believe that the legislations surrounding and within the APVMA need to be
 looked into to
make sure that this company is operating for the purpose it is intended for the safety of all
 Australian Animals.

Thank You for taking the time to read my submission.
Yours Sincerely
Jeany Heague

Charters Towers QLD 4820




















